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Eyes in sky
to be smaller
but sharper

Dairy giant
pulls milk
powder from
Sri Lanka

Novelties

WELLINGTON

AN N E EIS EN B ERG

Fonterra contesting ban
and test results that show
chemical contamination

NEW YORK People already worried

about the candid cameras on Google
Glass and low-flying drones can add a
new potential snooper to the list: cameras on inexpensive, low-orbiting
microsatellites that will soon be sending back frequent, low-cost snapshots
of most of Earth’s populated regions.
They will not be the first cameras out
there, of course. Earth-imaging satellites the size of vans have long circled
the globe, but those cost millions of dollars each to build and launch, in part because of their weight and specialized
hardware. The new satellites, with some
of the same off-the-shelf miniaturized
technology that has made smartphones
and laptops so powerful, will be far less
expensive than their older counterparts.
The view from high up is rich in untapped data, said Paul Saffo, a forecaster
and essayist. He expects the new satellite services to find many customers.
Insurance companies, for example,
could use satellites’ ‘‘before’’ and
‘‘after’’ views to monitor insured property and validate claims after a disaster.
Businesses that update online maps for
geologists, city planners or disaster relief officials could be customers, too.
The images could also be used to monitor problems like deforestation, melting
icecaps and overfishing.
And food companies and commodities traders could use the images to keep
track of crops and agricultural yields all
over the planet, Mr. Saffo predicted.
But the images are also likely to be
viewed as the latest mixed blessing by
people already apprehensive of Big
Brother-like surveillance in their lives.
First into space in the microsatellite
business will be a company based in
San Francisco, Planet
Labs, which plans to
Satellites use
launch a fleet of 28
miniaturized
small satellites at the
technology
end of the year that
like that in
will photograph the
smartphones
planet around the
clock, with frequent
and laptop
updates. The comcomputers.
pany has already sent
up two trial satellites
for test runs and will dispatch the entire set, called Flock-1, in December,
said Will Marshall, a co-founder of the
company and a former NASA scientist.
The Planet Labs’ satellites will not be
able to distinguish your face or read
your license plate — the cameras do not
have that level of resolution. But the
frequency with which images can be
updated could raise privacy questions,
said Timothy Edgar, a visiting fellow at
the Watson Institute for International
Studies at Brown University and a
former director of privacy and civil
liberties in the Obama administration.
Mr. Edgar contrasted the satellite images with those provided by Google
Earth — the ones that people zoom in
on to see, like aerial views of their
homes. ‘‘That’s just an image of your
house that was probably taken a few
years ago,’’ he said. ‘‘It may feel like
you are being watched, but you aren’t.
It’s just a static picture that’s most
likely several years old.’’
But a satellite that regularly passes
over your cabin deep in the woods and
photographs a car that is sometimes
parked there — and sometimes not —
has different ramifications. ‘‘It can
show a pattern, for example, when you
appear to be at home and when you’re
away,’’ he said.
Planet Labs’ technology, like that at
other microsatellite companies like Skybox Imaging, are benefiting from the
progressive miniaturization of consumer
electronic components, along with a federal effort to commercialize space.
Investors have flocked to the new
satellite companies. Planet Labs has
obtained $13.1 million in funding.
Skybox Imaging, in Mountain View,
California, has raised $91 million. It
aims to provide sharply detailed images as well as high-definition video
with its satellites. The company expects to put its SkySat-1 and SkySat-2
satellites into orbit later this year, said
Dan Berkenstock, a co-founder, and
then follow with a group totaling 24
satellites. Customers will be able to buy
images or an appliance to download information directly from the satellite.
‘‘They can log onto our satellite and ask
it to take pictures,’’ he said.
Japan Space Imaging, a subsidiary of
Mitsubishi Corp., recently signed a contract with Skybox allowing it to downlink imagery directly for agricultural
and maritime monitoring, as well as for
disaster response.
The new satellites are another stage
in the expansion of the human view
aided by powerful cameras and digital
communication, said Mitchell Stephens, a journalism professor at New
York University.
‘‘Now we can have a godlike view,
looking down from the heavens,’’ he
said. ‘‘I can understand why people
would be nervous. But the cameras can
make the world more transparent and
open. I’m for that.’’
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‘‘The Great Gatsby,’’ directed by Baz Luhrmann, was released in 3-D this spring. 3-D ticket sales in North America fell 13.1 percent in the first half of 2013, according to a research firm.

Filmmakers try to shake up 3-D
LOS ANGELES

Experimental projects
are designed to recapture
format’s early excitement

The company said its testing
and that of independent
bodies had shown the milk
powder was safe.

BY MICHAEL CIEPLY

We saved Pandora. We got seasick with
Pi. We danced with Gatsby, all in 3-D.
Are there any thrills left in what was
supposed to be Hollywood’s medium of
the future?
For some, George Clooney’s chin in
Imax 3-D — digitally remastered for the
large-format version of ‘‘Gravity,’’ due
from Warner Brothers on Oct. 4 —
might qualify.
So it’s not over yet.
But in general, filmgoers in North
America — having sampled threedimensional viewing in films as breathtaking as ‘‘Avatar’’ and ‘‘Life of Pi’’ —
are drifting back to conventional theaters. That is happening despite an aggressive digital conversion program by
exhibitors, who increased the number of
domestic 3-D screens to almost 15,000 at
the end of last year, more than four
times the count in 2009.
This summer, films like ‘‘Turbo’’ and
‘‘The Wolverine’’ took in 30 percent or
less of their opening weekend receipts
from 3-D sales, compared with levels as
high as 60 percent for summer films
only a few years ago.
According to the IHS research firm,
receipts from 3-D ticket sales at the
North American box office fell 13.1 percent in the first half of 2013, to about
$1.05 billion, from $1.21 billion in the
year-earlier period. In another closely
watched measure of the medium, last
week, RealD, which supplies 3-D technology to theaters both in the United

The New Zealand-based dairy giant
Fonterra said Sunday that it had withdrawn milk powder under orders from
the Sri Lankan authorities for showing
traces of the toxic agricultural chemical
dicyandiamide, although it disputed the
accuracy of the testing.
It said two batches of milk powder
had been removed from shops last
month after Sri Lanka’s Ministry of
Health said they had tested positive for
the chemical, also called DCD, a nitrate
inhibitor used in fertilizers. Sri Lanka
also imposed a ban on advertising by
Fonterra’s Anchor powder brand.
But Fonterra’s chief executive, Theo
Spierings, said that the product was
clean and safe and that the company was
contesting the test results and the ban.
‘‘We are definitely fighting it, because
we have clear certificates — DCD-free,
stamped, when it was exported, when it
was imported — all clear,’’ Mr. Spierings
told Television New Zealand.
He said Fonterra’s testing and that of
independent bodies had shown the milk
powder was safe.
The Sri Lankan recall follows the
withdrawal last week by Fonterra and
several of its customers of infant formula, sports drinks and animal feed in
several countries because of fears of
contamination of a whey ingredient
with a bacterium that can cause
botulism.
The New Zealand prime minister,
John Key, also doubted the accuracy of
the Sri Lankan tests.
‘‘We have been aware for some time,’’
Mr. Key said, of ‘‘discrepancies between
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‘‘Soldiers’ Stories’’ turned about 400 images taken with stereographic cameras into a 3-D documentary about the Battle of the Somme.

Despite waning public interest,
Hollywood remains committed
to at least five dozen 3-D
movies through 2016.
States and abroad, reported a net loss of
$1.5 million in its financial first quarter,
which ended June 30, compared with
net income of $2.9 million in the yearearlier period. That happened as revenue dropped 13.1 percent, to about $59.2
million, from about $68.2 million a year
earlier.
Despite these numbers, Hollywood

remains committed to at least five
dozen 3-D movies through 2016, according to a recent count by Exhibitor Relations, a box-office consultant.
And some of those films promise to
create a fresh shiver, if not quite the
same jolt that accompanied Baz Luhrmann’s garish, three-dimensional rendering this spring of ‘‘The Great
Gatsby.’’
In ‘‘Gravity,’’ which is directed by Alfonso Cuarón, Mr. Clooney joins Sandra
Bullock in a cast of two (not counting
disembodied voices). They play astronauts who find themselves adrift in
space after a shuttle accident.

To approximate a tumble through the
silent cosmos, the actors were photographed with specially designed robotic
cameras that would race at 25 miles, or
40 kilometers, per hour, to within an
inch of a multimillion-dollar nose.
‘‘If that robot did decide to continue
through my face, I couldn’t get out of its
way,’’ Ms. Bullock said last month during a presentation at the Comic-Con International fan convention in San
Diego.
On Sept. 20, film purists may feel
shock of another kind, when a muchloved classic, ‘‘The Wizard of Oz,’’ is re-
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the testing that has been done in New
Zealand and what the Sri Lankan officials believe that they have tested for.’’
‘‘I’ve got to say that we have tremendous confidence in our testing,’’ he said.
In February, the presence of DCD in
low levels in some Fonterra products
was announced, four months after the
chemical was detected, causing widespread concern in China and Taiwan.
It is said to pose no health threat to
humans in small quantities but is no
longer used in New Zealand fertilizer.
Mr. Key also said details of an official
inquiry into the cause and handling of
Fonterra’s botulism scare would be released Monday.
The company said last week that
three batches of whey protein concentrate, totaling 38 tons, had tested positive for Clostridium botulinum. That
bacterium can cause botulism, a sometimes fatal illness.
China and Vietnam stopped some
dairy imports from New Zealand in response to that incident. Fonterra said
eight customers had been affected in
seven countries: Australia, China,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia,
Thailand and Vietnam. It added that the
contamination had been traced to a
dirty pipe in one of its New Zealand processing facilities. Executives said the
source of the problem had been fixed.

A career that raises questions about a potential Fed chief
Nomination of ex-adviser
could mean scrutiny
of possible conflicts
BY LOUISE STORY
AND ANNIE LOWREY

When Lawrence H. Summers left his job
as President Barack Obama’s top economic policy adviser at the end of 2010
to return to Harvard University, one of
his first steps was to set up a roster of
part-time positions that would touch on
just about every corner of the financial
world.
Today, the Obama administration is
considering nominating Mr. Summers
as the next chairman of the Federal Reserve. If the White House does so, Mr.
Summers’s financial disclosure — including information on his recent consulting jobs, paid speeches and service
on company boards — will be one of the
hottest documents in Washington. Before his tenure in the Obama administration, Mr. Summers accumulated personal wealth of at least $7 million; the
past two years have most likely added
considerably to that.
In addition to rejoining the Harvard
faculty in 2011, he jumped into a money-

making spree. His clock was ticking
partly because he knew that the Fed
chairmanship, to which he has long aspired, was likely to open up in early 2014,
when Ben S. Bernanke’s second term
will come to an end.
The opportunities have been many
over the past two years. Mr. Summers,
58, has been employed by the megabank
Citigroup and the sprawling hedge fund
D.E. Shaw. He works for a firm that advises small banks as well as the exchange company Nasdaq OMX. And he
serves on the boards of two Silicon Valley startups, both financial firms that
may pursue initial public offerings in
the next year.
Wall Street experience is not unprecedented for a Fed chairman. The departing chairman, Mr. Bernanke, has never
been employed on Wall Street, having
spent most of his career at Princeton
University in New Jersey. But Alan
Greenspan worked in investment banking early in his career, and Paul A. Volcker did some work at Chase Manhattan
Bank.
Mr. Summers declined to comment.
But some senators are raising questions
about potential conflicts of interest and
noting his role in the repeal of the GlassSteagall banking law, the Depressionera U.S. law that separated the func-

tions of commercial and investment
banking. Many critics think its repeal
contributed to the financial crisis.
‘‘I start from a position of being extraordinarily skeptical that Larry Summers is appropriate to chair the Fed,’’
said Senator Jeff Merkley, a Democrat
of Oregon. ‘‘I have serious doubts that
Summers, who as a committed deregulator drove policies that set the stage for
the great recession, is the right person
for a key regulatory position.’’
Mr. Summers’ wealth comes mainly
from two periods of private-sector work
between government postings. After a
lengthy tenure at the Treasury Department in the 1990s, he became the president of Harvard — a job that Robert E.
Rubin, who preceded Mr. Summers as
Treasury secretary, had helped him obtain.
But in 2006, Mr. Summers was forced
out of the university presidency for a
variety of reasons, including remarks
he made questioning why few women
engaged in advanced scientific and
mathematical work.
Soon afterward, a young Harvard
graduate brought him into the hedge
fund world with a part-time posting at
D.E. Shaw. That firm, one of the largest
in the industry, paid Mr. Summers more
than $5 million.

Mr. Summers’ wealth soared from
about $400,000 in the mid-1990s to between $7 million and $31 million in 2009,
when he joined the Obama administration, according to a financial disclosure
he filed at the time.
Before returning to government service, he earned $2.7 million from
speeches in one year alone.
As for his current work, representatives for Citigroup, Nasdaq and D.E.
Shaw declined to disclose his pay. His

Mr. Summers accumulated
personal wealth of at least $7
million; the past two years
have most likely added to that.
speaking rates today run to six figures,
according to an associate who spoke on
the condition of anonymity, and Mr.
Summers has spoken to Wall Street
companies like Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase and Citigroup.
The job that is likely to generate the
most scrutiny for Mr. Summers is his
work with Citigroup, which was rescued
from the brink of bankruptcy by the U.S.
government’s bailout. Though he does
not have an office at Citigroup, two
people with direct knowledge of the

matter said he was a regular consultant.
Some of Mr. Summers’ employers
used to work with him in government.
‘‘I don’t think of him as an employee, I
like to think of him as an adviser,’’ said
Lewis A. Sachs, a former Treasury official who runs a Maryland firm called Alliance Partners that is backed by BlackRock and BlueMountain Capital.
Mr. Sachs, a frequent visitor to the
White House and Treasury, said Mr.
Summers’ financial work would make
him a better Fed chairman.
‘‘It will certainly give him a lot of windows into different parts of the financial
system, different parts of the economy,’’
Mr. Sachs said.
In 2009, Mr. Summers said in an interview with The New York Times that he
had kept boundaries between his
private and public work.
‘‘I wanted to be involved as an economist, not as a lobbyist,’’ he said. ‘‘I never
wanted to be in a position of taking public policy positions based on anything
other than my convictions as an economist or a potential policy maker.’’
Mr. Summers not only has a variety of
professional contacts on Wall Street, he
has also made contacts in Silicon Valley,
where he serves on the boards of the
SUMMERS, PAGE IV
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Mouse and joystick
in a widening arena
Major League Gaming
was key in making video
games a lucrative sport
BY ALAN FEUER

SEAN PROCTOR FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Morrow Lake in Comstock Township, Michigan. The lake forms part of the Kalamazoo River, which is still being cleaned of oil after a pipeline carrying oil sands crude burst in 2010.

An energy source with problems
PIPELINE, FROM PAGE III

dogwood thickets near Little Rock.
On March 29, an Exxon Mobil pipeline
burst near the Northwoods subdivision,
spilling an estimated 210,000 gallons of
heavy Canadian crude, coating a residential street with oil. Twenty-two homes
were evacuated.
Now, four months later, the neighborhood of low-slung brick homes is largely
deserted, a ghostly column of empty
driveways and darkened windows, the
silence broken only by the groan of
heavy machinery pawing at the ground
as remediation continues.
After E.P.A. monitoring found air
quality to be safe, residents of 17 of the
homes were allowed back. But only a
few have returned.
‘‘People here are still unsure about
whether it’s safe for their families,’’ said
April Lane of the Faulkner County Citizens Advisory Group, a community organization working with residents.

Exxon has offered to buy the 22 evacuated homes, or to compensate owners
for diminished property value. The company also said it would buy 40 additional
properties if the owners could not sell
them within four months.
So far, Exxon has spent $2 million on
temporary housing for residents and
more than $44 million on the cleanup,
said Aaron Stryk, an Exxon spokesman.
‘‘We can’t say it enough: We are so, so
sorry this incident took place and for the
disruption and for the inconvenience
that has taken place,’’ Mr. Stryk said.
‘‘We are staying in Mayflower until the
job is done.’’
For some, the money cannot replace
the lives they once led.
Jimmy Arguello and his wife, Tiffany,
lived in Northwoods for six years, in the
first home they owned, built by Mr. Arguello, a plumber, and his friends.
The day the pipeline broke, the Ar-

guellos were told by the police to pack
for a few days.
But for three months, they and their
two young sons stayed at hotels — six in
all — before settling into an apartment
in nearby Conway.
Exxon has paid their living expenses,
but the effect on the family has been
‘‘heartbreaking,’’ Mr. Arguello said.
Worried about raising his children near
an oil spill, he has decided to sell his
home to Exxon.
‘‘It’s hard not to know where your
family is going to go and where we’re
going to end up,’’ he said. ‘‘I built that
house six years ago. And now I’m not
going back.’’
Ryan Senia, a 29-year-old engineer, is
also selling to Exxon.
Mr. Senia, who has stayed at a friend’s
house since being evacuated, said that
he worried he would never be able to put
his home on the market otherwise.
‘‘Everyone you know is gone,’’ he said.

During the past few months, several
lawsuits have been filed on behalf of
dozens of residents who live both in and
near the subdivision.
The state of Arkansas and the Justice
Department have also filed a claim, saying that the spill polluted waterways
and that Exxon did not immediately repair the pipeline.
Exxon would not comment on
pending litigation, Mr. Stryk said,
adding that it had been transparent in
its cleanup efforts.
There is no sense of how long those efforts will continue. A protective boom
has been strung across Lake Conway;
so far, no oil has reached it. Workers
were still searching for residual oil in a
nearby marsh.
And crews in Northwoods continue to
monitor for oil that seeped into the foundations of several homes. ‘‘We’re tired
of it,’’ Mr. Arguello said. ‘‘We’re ready
for it to be over.’’

The must-see match this month on Major League Gaming, North America’s
foremost video-game league, was the
long-awaited confrontation of FaZe and
Impact, two of the world’s top teams at
the military shooting game Call of Duty:
Black Ops II.
FaZe, still smarting from falling short
in a match last spring in Dallas, had rearranged its lineup and was hoping its
brand-new captain, Replays, could keep
in check Impact’s sharpest shooter, an
accomplished slayer on the submachine
gun who goes by the name Killa.
It was shortly after 7 on a Thursday
night, and the four-person teams —
their members scattered across eight
cities from Las Vegas to Philadelphia —
had already logged on to their Xbox consoles. They now stood ready to do battle
in a digital competition broadcast live on
the Internet, to thousands of fans, from
the league’s main studio in New York.
‘‘Hey, guys, and welcome to M.L.G.
Pro Scrims!’’ Chris Puckett, the
league’s host, exclaimed as the camera
lights clicked on and a jib-boom angled
toward him for a close-up.
Sitting at his broadcast desk, Mr. Puckett, using a microphone and headset,
turned to face his color commentator, the
retired gamer RevaN (John Boble).
‘‘So, Rev,’’ Mr. Puckett went on, in a
dramatic SportsCenter voice, ‘‘we’ve got
a heck of a match tonight. FaZe versus
Impact. Who goes home a winner?’’
If you are not part of the target demographic — young men, 18 to 34 years old
— you probably have never heard of
Major League Gaming and are no doubt
unaware that in the past 10 years, it has
gradually emerged as the N.F.L. of the
professional video-game world. M.L.G.,
as the league is often called, has played
a central role in turning video games,
once considered mere entertainment,
into an organized, and highly lucrative,
form of sport.
Through its live-streamed matches
and arena shows, the league has put to
rest the antiquated image from the days
of the arcade — the slacker playing PacMan with quarters in his pocket — and
has helped to replace it with the professional ‘‘cyber-athlete,’’ the full-time
game player who can earn six figures
and supplement his income with public
appearances and product endorsements
from companies like Intel or Red Bull.
Since its start in 2002, M.L.G.’s Web
site has been host to millions of viewers

Hollywood explores
how to shake up 3-D
3-D, FROM PAGE I

leased for an exclusive, one-week run
on Imax screens in a 3-D version from
Warner Brothers. Relatively few people
now living have ever seen the 1939 film
in a theater, never mind in three dimensions.
The mini-release will help promote a
five-disc home video set, which includes
a version playable on 3-D televisions. It
is also part of an Imax strategy intended
to create unusual events on its largeformat screens during the late summer
and early autumn weeks, when the
blockbuster business has trailed off.
Thus, ‘‘Metallica Through the Never,’’ another unusual 3-D film, this one
from Picturehouse, will have an exclusive one-week run in Imax theaters, beginning Sept. 27.
Its novelty comes not just from the
placement of cameras inside the heavy
metal band’s perimeter during performances of a semi-violent concert in the
round, but also from an effort to bring
sound — lots of it — into the equation.
‘‘The audio is a massive contributor
to the effect of 3-D,’’ said Greg Foster, a

One deeply invested filmmaker
is Robert Redford, who is
contributing to a documentary
about architecture.
senior executive vice president for
Imax Corporation.
Speaking by telephone recently, Mr.
Foster said the future of movies in 3-D
depended on the willingness of directors like Nimrod Antal, who made the
Metallica film, to treat the medium and
its potential with respect. ‘‘It all depends on the filmmakers’ being fully
invested and owning it,’’ Mr. Foster
said.
One deeply invested filmmaker is
Robert Redford, who is working on a
subtler but no less intriguing project in
3-D. Mr. Redford is contributing one
segment to an anthology-style documentary, ‘‘Cathedrals of Culture,’’ about
various architectural masterpieces.
Overseen by Wim Wenders, whose
contribution is a 3-D look at the architect Hans Scharoun’s Berlin Philharmonic Hall, the film is expected to appear both on television and in theaters
sometime next year. Mr. Redford is directing a 26-minute examination of the

Salk Institute’s mysteriously placid
oceanside campus, which was designed
by Louis Kahn and built 50 years ago in
La Jolla, California.
‘‘Some people have said it’s a sacred
place,’’ said Laura Michalchyshyn, who
is a producer of the project.
Speaking jointly with the film’s cinematographer, Ed Lachman, Ms. Michalchyshyn said that in July that Mr. Redford had finished shooting scenes that
find symbolic correlation between repetitive elements in Mr. Kahn’s design
and the DNA research that is being
done on premises with 3-D technology.
Mr. Lachman, for his part, shot entirely with natural light, to catch the
daily cycle of changing color at Salk,
while using 3-D to capture spatial relationships that might evade conventional
cameras. ‘‘Kahn created almost a 3-D
effect in the structure of the building,’’
he said.
Experiments like Mr. Redford’s do
not appear likely to affect the business
prospects of 3-D technology. But the
search for new — or, sometimes, very
old — 3-D experiences continues.
Another documentary in progress,
titled ‘‘Soldiers’ Stories,’’ has discovered 3-D images in a fold of history
— inside the bloody trenches of the
Somme offensive of World War I; more
than two million soldiers fought, and
more than a million were killed or
wounded, in those battles.
According to Nick Reed, a producer,
French combatants were inclined to
photograph the action on then-common
stereographic cameras. Having combed
through perhaps 10,000 of the resulting
images, Mr. Reed and his director,
Jonathan Kitzen, are turning about 400
of them into a 30-minute 3-D tour
through the vast battle, to be shown in
museums, and perhaps in commercial
theaters as centennial remembrances
of the war approach.
‘‘You get a sense of scale. It’s a very
different experience,’’ said Mr. Kitzen,
in describing his own shudder at viewing trench warfare in a rapid succession
of contemporaneously shot 3-D stills.
Mr. Kitzen, whose earlier film ‘‘Cosmic Journey: Through Hubble and Cassini’’ rendered the universe in 3-D using
space telescope images, said that some
things are simply too grand for two dimensions. ‘‘You just don’t know how big
a galaxy is until you’ve seen it in 3-D,’’
he said.

who log on in the evening to watch its
competitions and then click on to YouTube in the morning to catch the latest
highlight reels of matches they missed.
Two months ago, a crowd of 20,000
packed into the Anaheim Convention
Center in Southern California for the
league’s Spring Championships, a
three-day contest that unfolded — in the
real world — in an atmosphere more
commonly reserved for basketball or
football.
‘‘It was just like any traditional sport
— except they were playing video
games,’’ said Sundance DiGiovanni,
M.L.G.’s co-founder and chief executive
officer. ‘‘We’ve always said there would
come a time when parents would tell
their kids, ‘Hey, get back inside and
practice your video games. You’re going
to have to pay for college someday.’’’
That time could be coming sooner
than you think. According to the market
research company DFC Intelligence,
the global video-game industry is
poised to have revenues this year of $66
billion, up from $63 billion in 2012. As the
largest ‘‘e-sports’’ organization in
North America, Major League Gaming
has experienced a similar trend in
growth. About eight million people —

The industry is poised to have
revenues of $66 billion in 2013.
mostly men and mostly in their 20s —
are registered as users on its Web site,
majorleaguegaming.com. In the past
three years, the number of unique viewers visiting the site in a year has rocketed to 11.7 million from 1.8 million — an
increase of more than 500 percent.
‘‘One thing that M.L.G. has done quite
well is to foster a layer of amateur players, almost like a farm league,’’ said T.L.
Taylor, an associate professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the author of ‘‘Raising the Stakes:
E-Sports and the Professionalization of
Computer Gaming.’’
‘‘It’s another way that they’ve
signaled their connection to athleticism,’’ Professor Taylor said. ‘‘They’ve
tried, intentionally, to link themselves to
the conventions of sport.’’
Among those who have finally come
around to the idea that Call of Duty — or
StarCraft II — is indeed a sport are U.S.
immigration officials, who last month
classified the world’s top video-game
players as professional athletes.
Under lobbying from Major League
Gaming and its partners in the industry,
the government decided it would issue
athletes’ visas to certain gamers from
abroad, allowing them to visit the
United States more easily for tournaments.

Pirate Bay
opens route
past barriers
BY NICK BILTON

STEVEN SENNE/THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mr. Summers, center, at Harvard University. His consulting jobs, paid speeches and service on company boards are likely to get attention.

Fed candidate to face scrutiny
SUMMERS, FROM PAGE I

two start-ups. The chief financial officer
of one of those companies, Square, a mobile payments company, described Mr.
Summers as ‘‘a really important member of our team.’’
The other startup is Lending Club,
which facilitates peer-to-peer loans.
Prospective debtors post their personal
stories online, asking for money for
projects as varied as debt consolidation,
in-ground pools and wedding parties.
Prospective lenders review the solicitations and offer financing.
‘‘He’s been very high-profile for the
company,’’ said Renaud Laplanche, the
chief executive.
When Mr. Summers was considering
joining the board, he performed due diligence, calling regulators and other
board members, Mr. Laplanche said,
adding that ‘‘he thought what we were
doing was good for the consumer.’’
Lending Club falls into a tricky space

in financial regulation. The company itself is not regulated as a bank. Consumer advocates said Lending Club was
so new that they had not yet seen many
examples of its loans and collection
practices in action. But Sarah Ludwig,
the co-director of the New Economy
Project, a nonprofit in New York, expressed concern that the company did
not verify all borrowers’ income and
employment.
‘‘This should be another red flag,’’
Ms. Ludwig said of Mr. Summers’ involvement. ‘‘What is he doing on the
board of this company? What is a potential Fed chairman doing on the board of
a company that doesn’t check if people
can afford loans?’’
Mr. Summers has been encouraging
Lending Club to spend time in Washington to share its story with regulators and
policy makers, said John J. Mack, another company board member who was the
chief executive of Morgan Stanley during

Mr. Summer’s involvement
in Lending Club ‘‘should
be another red flag.’’
the financial crisis. ‘‘The facts are all over
the place, but to me, for it to be growing at
the rate it is growing, it is serving a need
for small consumers,’’ Mr. Mack said.
On top of all his other jobs, Mr. Summers has continued economic research.
He is the co-chairman of a study at the
Center for American Progress about
stagnating wages for the middle class.
‘‘I definitely don’t think of him as a Wall
Street guy,’’ said Neera Tanden, the center’s president. ‘‘He runs in the crowd
enough to know they’re not always
right.’’
She added that since hearing about
Mr. Summers’ many paid assignments,
she was happy with their arrangement.
He works, she said, as a volunteer.

The Pirate Bay, one of the largest piracy
sites on the Web for illegally downloading copyrighted material, has been in a
constant game of cat and mouse with
the legal authorities from around the
globe for the past decade. Government
agencies have often tried to shut the site
down or to thwart people from reaching
it — because people use it to download
movies, music, digital books and other
intellectual property — only to see the
site retaliate with new ways for people
to gain access.
On Saturday, people involved with
The Pirate Bay did this again, announcing that the group was releasing a free
Web browser, called PirateBrowser,
that would allow people in countries
where The Pirate Bay is blocked to
reach its hundreds of thousands of illegal torrent files — whose used to download material.
The Pirate Bay told its users about the
new browser in a blog post titled, ‘‘PirateBrowser — No more censorship!’’
‘‘Do you know any people who can’t
access TPB or other torrents-sites because they are blocked?’’ wrote an administrator of The Pirate Bay who goes
by the online name Winston, referring to
gaining access to the site. ‘‘Recommend
PirateBrowser to them. It’s a simple
one-click browser that circumvents censorship and blockades and makes the
site instantly available and accessible.’’
According to the PirateBrowser Web
site, The Pirate Bay is censored in Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Finland, Iran,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands and
North Korea.
The browser, which is being released
in conjunction with the group’s 10th anniversary, joins a version of Firefox, the
open source Web browser, and server
connection software from Tor, the anonymous Web service. Unlike Tor,
however, PirateBrowser does not
provide anonymity to its users.
In an interview with the Web site TorrentFreak, which covers copyright and
torrents, The Pirate Bay said the new
browser was just the first step in its effort to fight Web censorship. The group
is ‘‘also working on a special BitTorrentpowered browser, which lets users store
and distribute The Pirate Bay and other
Web sites on their own.’’

